
• Is a transformative leadership program that goes far beyond 

and much deeper than developing skills and building 

networks.

• Is specifically designed to help leaders reconnect to what 

matters most—their deeply rooted inspiration, the purpose of 

their work, and their loving commitment to their communities.

• Skillfully integrates authentic conversations, inner-exploration, 

and true fellowship with other powerful social leaders.

• Applies all learning to real leadership challenges and life 

experiences.

• Brings together leaders at the forefront of social change in 

Africa, Latin America, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East.

the Perennial 

Fellowship

_We believe 
connected leaders 
catalyze greater 
well-being for all.

-week
Program

Up to 18 Fellows
per cohort

Located in
Seattle, Wa

May 20 – June 1

June 17 – June 29

eptem er 1  – eptem er 29

contact  priti@perennial.org  to  apply

perennial.org

Upcoming Fellowship Dates  

for 2019
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The people who come to 

Perennial are profoundly 

committed to improving 

the lives of others, and 

to the well-being of their 

communities. 

Their actions influence hundreds, thousands — millions of people. 

They are often the bearers of innovation, the keepers of deep and 

meaningful stories, the catalysts for change in their communities, 

yet they do not all have a job title associated with their leadership. 

Thus Perennial exists to serve the leadership development in all 

people who are serving the unmet needs in their communities, 

building movements, and growing social businesses.

Perennial creates a space for leadership 

development with an uncommon approach

Perennial consciously designs and facilitates experiences for social 

leaders to help them thrive as lifelong leaders. We understand that 

they must know how to live in joy and inspiration, balanced, aligned 

and grounded, if they are to sustain their work. Our programs 

are a transformational opportunity to bring deeper meaning 

and understanding to the theory and practice of leadership. Our 

participants find greater purpose in their lives, clarity and skill in the 

work they lead, and connection to the communities they serve.

The Perennial Fellowship 

was about me. It was 

about refinding my 

purpose, my vision and 

reconnecting to why I do 

what I do. I personally 

became more aware 

on how to lead with 

consciousness, and to 

have an open heart and 

mind. I have attended 

many other trainings in my life that were overly 

technical and that really lacked the essence 

of being connected to myself. Perennial, on 

the other hand, has given me the true tools to 

be an inspirational leader for my staff and the 

communities we serve.

—A ARON BUKENYA, UGANDA

Perennial helped 

me to grow 

professionally 

as a leader. This 

program gave 

me the tools to 

better lead my 

team and made 

it possible for me 

to work more efficiently with everyone. The 

experience I found in being part of a global 

community, meeting social change leaders 

from other countries, and sharing stories 

and ideas truly strengthened my spirit to 

continue doing the work I do to improve my 

community.

—ESTELA SIMAJ, GUATEMALA


